Abstract-To solve the problems of long start-up latency, low playback continuity and data distribution rate in P2P live streaming system, this paper proposes two optimization strategies. One is an adaptive peer selection algorithm based on peers' real-time service ability. In the algorithm, a simple but effective method is proposed to calculate the peers' ability. And source peer adjusts the amount of requested data and the priority of destination peers according to the destination peers' abilities and the limit of out-degree. Thus a load balance and efficiently system can be constructed. The other one is a push-pull combination data distribution mechanism. This mechanism adaptively chooses push or pull model to distribute data fast and efficiently. The results show that the strategies have a significant effect on reducing start-up latency and control message overhead and improving the playback continuity and data distribution rate.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the popularity of the Internet and the development of communication technology, video streaming services are more and more popular [1] . But the traditional Client/Server(C/S) model does not meet the requirement of video streaming service due to the limitation of the Server's performance and bandwidth. Compared to C/S model, P2P [2] has the features of offcenter, scalability, high performance-price ratio, strong robustness and load balancing. What's more, P2P has many other advantages, such as the higher utilization of network resources, the elimination of bottleneck caused by central servers and no single-point failure. Therefore, various P2P live streaming systems [3] emerge in endlessly, such as PPStream, PPLive and UUSee, which have achieved a huge success. However, the problems of long start-up latency and playback lag, low playback continuity and data distribution rate in P2P live streaming system need to be further studied to satisfy the high quality of service (QoS) requirements.
Many researches have been done to solve the problems mentioned above. And the peer selection algorithm, data distribution mechanism, network topology and the matching between the P2P layer and the physical layer are hot research area. For example, references [4] and [5] proposed a dual mix live streaming architecture, which mixes content distribution network (CDN) with P2P and mixes tree structure with mesh structure to reduce the long start-up latency. Ref. [6] proposed an improved simulated annealing algorithm to optimize traditional data distribution strategy to satisfy the demand of the playing and the download of the neighbors. Ref. [7] proposed a cache replacement algorithm, which replaces data block based on the requests of other peers, to improve the data request hit rate and avoid the data redundancy. Ref. [8] combined with IP multicast to reduce the load of streaming servers and backbone network and increase the scalability and availability. Ref. [9] designed a new anomaly detection mechanism to detect the abnormal state of the peers and Ref. [10] researched the maximum download speed of the system in the limit of peer outdegree and developed a stochastic flow model to solve the churn problem in P2P live streaming system. Ref. [11] proposed a frame of P4P (provider portal for applications) to reduce the huge network overhead. The P4P framework allows ISP and P2P applications collaborate to achieve a more efficient network traffic control and to reduce the cost, achieving a win-win situation.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows; section ІI describes a P2P live streaming system named NTLive, which was developed by the Network and Trusted Computing Institute of Sichuan University. Section III gives two optimization strategies to reduce the start-up latency and control message overhead, improve the playback continuity and data distribution rate. Section IV applies the optimization strategies to the NTLive system and compares the performance before and after the optimization. The experimental results show the two optimization strategies have a significant effect on reducing start-up latency and control message overhead and improving the playback continuity and data distribution rate. Section V summarizes this paper and show the future work.
II. INTRODUCTION OF NTLIVE
NTLive is a free P2P live streaming system. It is developed by the Network and Trusted Computing Institute of Sichuan University. It provides stable and smooth live and video-on-demand streaming services to the China Education and Research Network users. Compared to the traditional streaming media system based on C/S model, NTLive has the following advantages: the more users there are, the smoother the system is, and it supports large-scale simultaneous access due to the P2P-streaming technology. NTLive has been deployed in the Sichuan University education network. By November 21, 2012 NTLive is mainly composed of 5 modules, including Streaming Capture Server, Streaming Distribution Server, Tracker Server, Channel-list Server and Clients, as shown in Fig. 1 . There is a centralized directory server named Tracker in this system and the Tracker Server maintains the information of all programs and peers in the system. The client register to Tracker when it startups and then it obtain programs' information from the Channel-list Server. When client chooses a channel to play, Tracker returns a list of peers which are playing the same channel and the Streaming Distribution Server is in the list. Then the client requests data from the peers in the list. The peers exchange their neighbor information and data information during the play, and they also report to Tracker to update their information periodically.
NTLive is high robust and stable and it has a random stability mesh topology because of the random peer selection algorithm. But, this algorithm ignores the differences of stability and service abilities among peers. For instance, some peers nearly can't upload data due to the low bandwidth, but there may be many peers request data from them randomly, resulting in a lot of request failure. On the other hand, there are not enough requests to the high upload-bandwidth peers, wasting their upload ability. Thus, there will be low bandwidth utilization, high rejection rate of data request, long playback lag and low speed of data distribution in the system. What's more, NTLive uses pull model to distribute data. This mode can avoid distributing duplicate data, but it will increase the control message overhead and consume bandwidth. In addition, pull model is slower than push model, leading to longer start-up latency and playback lag.
So, we proposed the following strategies to solve the problems caused by random peer selection algorithm and pull model data distribution mechanism in the P2P live streaming systems.
III. OPTIMIZATION

A. An Adaptive Peer Selection Algorithm
Many P2P living streaming systems used random peer selection algorithm and ignored the different abilities among peers like NTLive. So these systems were faced with the problems of unreasonable resources distribution and low resource utilization. Some improved peer selection algorithms [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] had been proposed, but they almost only focused on the peers' inherent abilities and greedily chosen the highest service peers and ignored the dynamic changes of the network. As a result, these algorithms can't adapt to the reduction of service ability caused by sudden network congestion, and just let the source peer choose another higher service ability peer.
In this paper, we proposed an adaptive peer selection algorithm based on the peer real-time service ability to solve the problems above mentioned. In this algorithm, a simple but effective method is proposed to calculate the peers' ability. And the source peer dynamically adjusts the number of requested data blocks and the priority of destination peer according to the destination peers' abilities and the limit of out-degree. Thus the system can adapt to the change of network environment and the service ability can be taken full use of. The algorithm is described as follows:
Definition 1, in our system, we divide video data into small blocks with the same size to distribute. We call each block as data block and give a unique identifier to each data block.
Definition 2, set the service ability of peer B to peer A as
T  as the time from peer A sends request to peer B to peer B returns data to A. If B doesn't return data, then BA T  =-1. Definition 4, set two time threshold 0 T , 1
If the value of T B-A always equals -1 in continuous three request cycles, then B can be considered as having left the system and A disconnect the connection with B.
In this way, the source peer can adaptively adjust the number of requested data blocks according to the data return time when the network changes. As a result it can help to alleviate the network congestion and improve the system's performance. 
The sorting rules of the peer-list in the Tracker Server are as follows:
The peer whose out-degree has not reached the maximum is sorted in the front of the peer whose outdegree is full.
Under the rule 1), the peer whose service ability is higher sorts more front.
Under the rules 1) and 2), the peer whose online time is longer sorts more front.
When a peer starts to play a live channel, it first chooses N highest service ability peers whose out-degree are less than max out-degree and M highest service ability peers whose out-degree equal max out-degree from the peer-list to request data. Then it selects peers in accordance with the above definitions. A peer also requests data from the Streaming Distribution Server when it is necessary.
In short, in this algorithm, the source peer always chooses the highest service ability peer to establish a new connection and requests more number of data blocks from the higher service ability peer. And this algorithm adapts to the network changes by dynamically exchanging the number of requested data blocks but not by disconnecting the connection to alleviate network congestion. And it will help to construct a load balance and effective system by set the in/out degree and dynamic change the value to match the peer's ability.
B. A Push-Pull Combination Method for Data Distribution Mechanism
NTLive uses pull model to distribute data. This model can avoid distributing duplicate data, but it will increase the control message overhead and consume bandwidth. In addition, pull model is slower than push model, leading to a longer start-up latency and playback lag. This paper proposes a push-pull combination method to distribute data and combine the advantages of both models. This data distribution mechanism is different from the other pull-push strategies [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . It adaptively chooses the push or pull model to distribute data according to the source peer's data requirements and the destination peer's service abilities. In this way, the mechanism can not only avoid distributing duplicate data, but also decrease the control message overhead and reduce the start-up latency. This push-pull combination mode is described as follows: Rule 1, when a peer A registers to Tracker to start playing a live channel, Tracker not only returns response message to A, but also sends message to another n highest service peers, and let them to push the required data to A. Rule 2, if there is a peer B whose service ability to peer A ( BA N  ) is high, and the number of data blocks requested from A to B is the maximum 3 N in more than continuous three request cycles. Then peer A sends request message to peer B to get data blocks at a fixed interval n in the next request cycles. For example, if A requests the data blocks whose identifier are in the interval [a, b] in current request cycle, then B will initiative push the data blocks whose identifiers are in the interval [a + i*n, b + i*n] to A, in the following i (i=1, 2, 3, 4...) request cycles. And B will initiative and continually push data to A until BA T  > 1 T . A will requests the other data blocks from the other peers.
Rule 3, Streaming Distribution Server (SDS) requests the top 20 peers from Tracker every 5 minutes. These peers are sorted by online time in the Tracker's peer-list. Then SDS distributes its newest data blocks to those 20 peers. In this way, the new data can be quickly distributed to the whole P2P system.
What's more, it can help to construct a hierarchical mesh topology by using the optimized strategies of peer selection algorithm and data distribution mechanism. As shown in figure 2 , the SDS is at the highest layer, and the higher service peers are closer to SDS than the lower service peers. But there is not a strict boundary between high-layer and low-layer in the system.
IV. MEASUREMENT METHODOLOGY AND RESULTS
We applied the optimization strategies to the NTLive live streaming system and compared the performance of start-up latency, playback continuity, data distribution rate and control message overhead before and after the optimization. The measurement scheme is as follows.
A. Measurement Scheme
In our experiment, the Tracker Server was deployed on a server with eight 2.80GHz Xeon(TM) CPUs and 8GB memory. The Streaming Distributions Server was deployed on four servers with eight Xeon(R) CPUs and 8GB memory at Sichuan University of China with 1.0 Gbps Ethernet network access. The users of the NTLive system mainly come from Sichuan University.
NTLive is average used about 400 times per day, which have reached the basic requirements of the experiment. We chose the live channel CCTV-5 as the measure object, which had been totally played more than 30, 000 times before the experiment. We selected 2000 data sets measured in November 23, 2012 to November 27. Every set contains data of start-up latency, control message overhead, playback continuity and the data distribution rate. This paper analyzed the statistical data of the experiment results, and didn't analyze the optimization effect on a single peer. The value of the parameters mentioned in section III. A are shown in table I and they were obtained by analyzing the related data in the database of NTLive.
B. Measurement Results
1) Start-up Latency
The definition of peer start-up latency in this paper is the time from double click a live channel to it starts play.
The start-up latency is shown in table II. We show the comparison of before and after optimization in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 .
The vertical axis of Fig. 3 shows the percentage of the number of sets whose start-up latency is in the interval time of the horizontal axis. Fig. 4 shows the cumulative distribution function of start-up latency before and after optimization. The number of sets whose start-up latency was less than 2s increased from 405 to 460, namely 14.43%. And the number of sets whose start-up latency is more than 4s reduced from 222 to 190, namely 14.41%. From the data above, we can see that the optimization strategies made more peers start up in a shorter time and reduced the number of peers with long start-up latency. 
2) Playback Continuity
We use the total buffer time during a living channel playback to measure the playback continuity. The buffer time is calculated as follows,
In formula (2), n represents the total times that the buffering percentage (B) is less than 100%, Ti represents the i-th buffer time. The calculation of buffering percentage B is as follows,
In formula (3) , got N represents the number of the data blocks which are the continuous 20 blocks after the current playing data block and have been received.
The buffer time is shown in table III and the comparison of before and after optimization is shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 .
The vertical axis of Fig. 5 shows the percentage of the number of sets whose buffer time is in the interval buffer time of the horizontal axis. Fig. 6 shows the cumulative distribution function of buffer time before and after optimization. The number of sets whose buffer time was Figure 5 . The line chart of buffer time before and after optimization Figure 6 . The cumulative distribution function of buffer time before and after optimization shouter than 1s increased from 1471 to 1586, namely 7.82%. And the number of sets whose buffer time was longer than 10s reduced from 126 to 119, namely 5.56%. In general, the optimization strategies made more peers buffer in a shorter time and reduced the number of peers whose buffer time were long.
3) Data Distribution Rate
The data distribution rate S is calculated as follows,
In formula (4), D u represents the total amount of uploading data; D d represents the total amount of downloading data.
The distribution rate is shown in table IV and the comparison of before and after optimization is shown in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 .
The vertical axis of Fig. 7 shows the percentage of number of sets whose data distribution rate is in the interval percentage of the horizontal axis. Fig. 8 shows the cumulative distribution function of distribution rate before and after optimization. The number of sets whose data distribution rate was more 100% was increased from 563 to 648, namely15.10% and the number of sets whose data distribution rate was more 50% was increased from 1118 to 1334, namely19.32%. As we can see in table IV, Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 , the distribution rate line of the system before optimization was more flat due to the use of randomly peer selection algorithm. After optimization, the system can made full use of the peers' upload ability to distribute data blocks leading to a higher data distribution rate.
4) Control Message Overhead
The control message overhead C is calculated as follows,
In formula (5), N_control represents the amount of control message; N_data is the amount of video data, they are both of the same program.
The distribution rate is shown in table V and the comparison of before and after optimization is shown in Fig. 9 . The vertical axis of Fig. 9 shows the percentage of the number of sets whose data control message overhead is in the interval percentage of the horizontal axis. After optimization, the system increasing the number of sets whose control message overhead was less than 0.5% from 581 to 615, namely 5.85%. But the number of sets whose control message overhead was more than 2% increased too. The optimization was not very good.
5) Average Performance
Finally, this paper analyzes the average performance of start-up latency, buffer time, data distribution rate, and control message overhead before and after optimization. The result is shown as table VI.
As can be seen in table VI, the optimization is very good, especially in increasing the playback continuity and data distribution rate. After optimization, the high service ability peers were fully utilized due to the adaptive peer selection algorithm and the data is distributed faster. And the control message is decreased due to the push-pull combination method.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
A. Conclusion
This paper first introduces the P2P live streaming system named NTLive. Then, proposes two optimization strategies to improve the peer selection algorithm and the data distribution mechanism for the system. One is an adaptive peer selection algorithm based on the peer realtime service ability. In this algorithm, we propose some simple but effective methods to calculate the peers' service ability. And source peer automatically adjust the number of the destination data blocks and the priority of destination peer according to the destination peer realtime service ability. Thus, the system will dynamically adapt to the change of network and fully take use of peers' resources. The other one is a push-pull combination data distribution mechanism. This data distribution mechanism adaptively chooses push or pull model to distribute data according to the requirements of source peer and the service abilities of destination peer. Finally, apply the optimization strategies to the NTLive system and compare the performance before and after optimization. The results show that after optimization more peers start up in a shorter time and the buffer time is shorter. And the average optimization rate of start-up latency and buffer time were 3.69% and 11.59%. What's more, the optimized system makes full use of the peers' upload ability to distribute data blocks and increases much more peers' data distribution rate higher. The average optimization rate of data distribution rate was 10.01%. And the push-pull combination mode also can decrease the control message overload and the average optimization rate of control message overload is 3.33%.
B. Future Work
The proposed optimization strategies have a good effect on the most of peers, but do not good on peers with low service ability. So, we must do more work to solve this problem. In addition, this paper doesn't measure the playback lag since we set a fixed value 30s as the playback lag in the experiment. We are preparing to research the problem how to decrease playback lag. What's more, we will do experiment to compare the optimized system with other P2P live streaming systems, such as PPStream, PPLive and UUSee.
